
SLIDE NAME IN TEMPLATE: 

\ 
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03 TITLE - WHITE NAME 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 
SET UP GRIDS AND GUIDES: 

Grids and guides make it easier to align shapes and objects 

(index, chart, table etc.). Grids and guides can be shown or 

hidden.  

 

Right-click on an empty area of the slide and then click Grid 

and Guides.  

 

Check under Guide settings → the button Display drawing 

guides on screen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you want the current settings in the Grid and Guide dialog box 

to be the default settings for all presentations, rather than just 

this one, click Set as Default.  

 

Drawing guides are not visible during a slide show and do not 

show on prints or handouts. 

BOSKALIS COLORS: 

RGB values: 

R 255, G 255, B 255 

R 0, G 0, B 0 

R 255, G 247, B 25 

R 0, G 38, B 99 

R 0, G 81, B 158 

R 127, G 127, B 127 

R 191, G 191, B 191 

R 49, G 128, B 255 

INSERT A PICTURE: 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

 

  

 

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and double-

click on it 

3. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to place 

it in the background behind your text 

RUUD VAN MAASTRIGT 
PROJECT EXPERT 

MID BIJEENKOMST BREDA 

8 JUNI 2015 

OVER THE LIMIT 
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04 INTRODUCTION 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 



SLIDE NAME IN TEMPLATE: 
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04 INTRODUCTION 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 
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04 INTRODUCTION 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 
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07 PICTURE FULL SCREEN 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

INSERT A PICTURE: 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

 

  

 

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and double-

click on it 

3. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to place 

it in the background behind your text 

SOIL CONDITIONS 

 

Met de cutter te baggeren materiaal is zand.  

de  onderliggende kleilaag werd met een hopper gebaggerd. 

Het met de cutter te baggeren zand: 

DMF  370 Mu 

D50  345 Mu 

%>2MM  0.65% 

 

Bovenlaag van +3.8 tot -0.5 grover  

Onderlaag van -0.5 to -11 fijner 

Onder -11 Klei 
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04 INTRODUCTION 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 
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08 TEXT & PICTURE 80/20 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

UPGRADED 
Zuigleiding vergroot 

POMP 1 van 2250 kW naar 3.300 kW 

EXTRA  PERSPOMP 6.000 kW geinstalleerd 

TOTAAL POMP VERMOGEN 16.060 kW 

MAXIMALE PERSDRUK 42 BAR 

TAURUS 
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08 TEXT & PICTURE 80/20 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

UPGRADED: PERSDRUK 42 BAR MAX  

TAURUS 
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04 INTRODUCTION 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

Persafstanden varieren tussen 8.400 en 10.000 m’ 

Leiding diameter is 1000mm 

 

Het stort niveau: +7.0 

 

Leiding ligt vrijwel vlak op +4.5 

De laatste (max) 1600m’ op +7.0 

PERS AFSTANDEN EN LEIDING 
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04 INTRODUCTION 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

Leiding was standaard leiding, drijvende leiding+ 

landleiding 

uitgaande druk was begrensd op 26 bar middels 

automatisering 

Als extra veiligheid was een overdruk klep geinstalleerd 

met een ingestelde begrenzing van 28 bar 

LEIDING 
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09 TEXT & PICTURE 60/40 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

OVERDRUK BEVEILIGING 
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09 TEXT & PICTURE 60/40 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

Problemen met een hoge druk leiding langs de 

openbare weg. 

 

Uitleg over de druk begrenzing in de leiding en 

over de drukval in de leiding waren voldoende 

om dit te ondervangen. 

LOKALE AUTHORITEITEN 
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08 TEXT & PICTURE 80/20 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

waren naar verwachting 

 

Tot  

 

PRODUCTIES 
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08 TEXT & PICTURE 80/20 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 
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09 TEXT & PICTURE 60/40 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

OM 9:30 WERD GEDRAAID MET EEN UITGAANDE DRUK VAN 15-16 BAR EN EEN 

SNELHEID VAN 5.3 M/S EN EEN GEMIDDELDE DICHTHEID VAN 1260 KG/M3 

OMDAT HET EEN STABIEL PROCES WAS WERD VANAF 10:00 DE 

VERGAARPRODUCTIE OPGEVOERD  MET CA. 25% 

DE UITGAANDE DRUK NAM TOE.  

DE OPERATOR NAM  AKTIE TOEN DE UITGAANDE DRUK DE 24 BAR NADERDE .  

DESONDANKS LIEP DE DRUK OPTOT 26 BAR OM 10:53 

VANAF 10:43 WERDEN AUTOMATISCH DE POMP TOEREN OPGEVOERD OM DE 

SNELHEID CONSTANT TE HOUDEN 

HOE KON DIT GEBEUREN 
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09 TEXT & PICTURE 60/40 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

TUSSEN 10:54 EN 10:58 ZAKTE DE SNELHEID LANGZAAM 

VAN 5.3 NAAR 4.8 M/S 

VERVOLGENS ZAKTE DE SNELHEID IN 36 SECONDEN 

NAAR 0.34M/S 

VERVOLGENS BLEEF DE SNELHEID VARIEEREN TUSSEN 

0.3 EN 1.1 M/S. 

OM 11:03.6 NAM DE SNELHEID WEER TOE TOT 4M/S 

OM 11:04 VIEL DE SNELHEID IN 10 SEC. NAAR 0.2 M/S 

OM VERVOLGENS WEER TOE TE NEMEN NAAR 5.3 M/S 

 

IN GRAFIEK: 

DE VOLGENDE STAPPEN 
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09 TEXT & PICTURE 60/40 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

WAT GEBEURDE ER IN GRAFIEK 
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09 TEXT & PICTURE 60/40 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

IN GETALLEN NAAR HET EXTREEM 
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09 TEXT & PICTURE 60/40 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

BLOKKADE OP CA  5500M VAN DE TAURUS 

 

PAKKINGEN UITGEBLAZEN OVER CA 400M’ 

HET AANTAL PAKKINGINGEN DAT ERUIT GEBLAZEN IS PER 100M’,  

NEEMT AF MET DE AFSTAND VAN DE BLOKKADE IN DE RICHTING 

VAN DE ZUIGER. 

 

AAN DE LIJZIJDE VAN DE BLOKKADE GEEN PROBLEMEN 

 

DE UITGAANDE PIEK A/B TAURUS VERTOONT EEN MAXIMALE 

WAARDE VAN 30.5 BAR 

 

GEVOLG 
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09 TEXT & PICTURE 60/40 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

HOE KAN DIT GEBEUREN IN ZAND 

 

WAAROM HEEFT DE BESCHERMING NIET GEWERKT 

VRAGEN 
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09 TEXT & PICTURE 60/40 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

VERLOOP DRUK VERLIES 

 

GEDRAG VAN HET ZAND IN DE LEIDING 

MEETPROGRAMMA  
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09 TEXT & PICTURE 60/40 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

3 SECTIES MET DRUK MEETPUNTEN 48M’ UIT ELKAAR: OP 575, 5116, 8192M’ 

4 AFTAPPUNTEN IN DE LEIDING OP 3.500M’ 

MEETOPSTELLINGEN 
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09 TEXT & PICTURE 60/40 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

MENGSEL SNELHEID  

MONSTER GEWICHT 

ZEEFKROMME 

 

SNELHEID AANDEEL: 

1) 1.25 bovenste monster 

2) 1.25 

2) 1.00 

3) 0.25 onderste monster 

 

MONSTERS 
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09 TEXT & PICTURE 60/40 

SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 
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SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

SAND SAMPLES DURING TESTING 
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SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

DP MEASUREMENTS 
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SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 
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SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

OOK BIJ HET DRAAIEN OP RELATIEF LAGE DICHTHEDEN IN “SCHOON” ZAND KAN 

EEN PLOTSELINGE AFLUITING OPTREDEN. 

DE DRUKSTOOT IS VEROORZAAKT DOOR EEN BEPERKTE VORM VAN WATERSLAG 

AAN DE LOEFZIJDE. 

DOOR TOEPASSING VAN SNUIVERS IS DE LIJZIJDE BESCHERMD 

DE KLEP WERKT  NIET VOOR DEZE CALAMITEIT 

ALS DE KLEP GEWERKT HAD, HADDEN WE KUNNEN SPITTEN!! 

 

ZAND ZAKT SNELLER UIT DAN VERWACHT 

GROTE SEPARATIE VAN DE VERSCHILLENDE FRACTIES 

IN EERSTE INSTANTIE UITVLAKKEN VAN DE DRUKVAL PER 100M 

DAARNA TOENAME VAN DE DRUKVAL PER 100M. <> DUINVORMING 

 

 

CONCLUSIES 
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SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 

HOE KUNNEN WE DE LEIDING BETER BESCHERMEN 

IS DE DUINVORMING TOEGENOMEN DOOR HET NAAR 

VOREN HALEN VAN DE BOOSTER 

ONTSTAAT DE DUINVORMING DOOR HET INEENLOPEN 

VAN ENKEL DE GROVE FRACTIE 

WAT ZIJN DE EFFECTEN VAN DE GROTERE LEIDING 

DIAMETERS OP DEZE DUINVORMING 

IS HET BETER OM HOGE CONCENTRATIES TE DRAAIEN 

WAARDOOR UITZAKKEN VAN DE GROVE FRACTIE 

WORDT GEREDUCEERD 

OPENSTAANDE VRAGEN 
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SLIDE EXAMPLE: 

BULLET LEVELS 

(INCREASE OR DECREASE) 
 

 

By using List Levels, you can organize bullets and numbering 

into categories. Complete the following steps to adjust the 

List Level: 
 

To promote the text line UP one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on: 

 
 

 INCREASE LIST LEVEL 

  

To bring the text line DOWN one list level, go to the Home 

command  tab and click in the Paragraph box on : 
 

 

 

 DECREASE LIST LEVEL 

INSERT A PICTURE: 
 

 

 

1. Click icon to add a picture: 

 

 

 

  

2. Locate the picture you wish to insert and 

double-click on it 

 

3. The picture is centered automatically. If the 

main focus of the picture is not visible, please 

use another picture 

 

4. Right-click on the picture and Send to Back to 

place it in the background behind your text 


